order of magnitude as that of model A. Since buildings in model A have set-backs from the street, the open space between the second and third rows is wider than the corresponding space in model B. It would be presumed that ventilation in lightwells connected to the street space would have higher values in model A than in model B. Velocity measurements prove otherwise, however, as demonstrated in Fig. 3. It is further noticed in Fig. 3 that the velocity in the third row lightwell of model A decays with increasing free stream velocity until it vanishes. This interesting behaviour is attributed to vortices taking place in street spaces (Ghazi 1975).

Model C was considered in order to study the effect of side passages. The only difference between models B and C is that the latter has no side passages. Measurements indicate that ventilation in the back space of the first side passage of model B is 12 times that of C. This is explained by the observation that the first side passage faces the wind directly, while the other passages are exposed to vortex flow, whereby they lose their effectiveness. Velocities at other locations in model B, however, are slightly lower than those in C. The indications are that, introduction of side passages significantly improves ventilation conditions in the first back space, whereas it adversely affects ventilation in the remaining rows.

5 Conclusions

Comparison between airflow measurements on models A and B, which represent detached and attached buildings, respectively, shows that ventilation in back spaces between rows of buildings in model B is superior to that in the narrow back spaces of model A. On the other hand, high airflow is attained in the side spaces of model A. The side passages of model B considerably improve ventilation conditions in the first back space, while marginally affecting the conditions of rear rows of a group of buildings. Furthermore, the airflow in lightwells of model B is not significantly influenced by the presence of side passages.

In conclusion, experimental results suggest that a combination of one frontal attached row with side passages, followed by rows of attached buildings with no side passages would be an arrangement superior to the layouts considered.
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On the use of end plates with circular cylinders
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1 Introduction

End plates are often employed in wind tunnel studies in an attempt to ensure that "two-dimensional" flow conditions occur around nominally two-dimensional bluff bodies. Indeed, this technique, which relies upon the reduction of interference effects generated at the fixed ends of the model, has been utilized in numerous investigations involving cylinders of circular cross-section. A recent example is the work of Kourta et al. (1987).

Despite the widespread use of end plates with circular cylinders, there is only limited information available regarding the specific design criteria to be met when adopting this technique. In the case of effective size and shape parameters, an investigation by Stansby (1974) at Reynolds numbers in the range $1.6 \times 10^4$ to $8.0 \times 10^4$ established the basic requirements through mean base pressure measurements. The results showed that the plates should be rectangular with an upstream dimension (distance of leading edge from cylinder axis) sufficiently large to isolate the horseshoe vortex generated at the wall-model intersection, but small enough to avoid substantial boundary layer growth on the plate itself, and that the tail dimensions must be adequate to prevent any wake interference. These optimization experiments were,
However, carried out at two fixed aspect ratios (length to diameter ratio of cylinder) between end plates of 8 and 16 and did not, therefore, take adequate account of plate spacing. Indeed, many subsequent studies involving circular cylinders have been performed using end plates of the proportions recommended by Stansby (1974) without consideration of the effect of the distance separating the plates.

The experiments reported in this note were designed to determine the effect of end plate spacing upon the mean base pressures and fluctuating lift and drag imposed on a smooth circular cylinder of low area blockage. The tests were performed in a uniform, low-turbulence airflow at Reynolds numbers in the range $3.3 \times 10^4$ to $13.2 \times 10^4$, which is in the upper subcritical flow regime for a circular cylinder, and therefore complement the previous work of Stansby (1974).

## 2 Experimental details

The experiments were carried out in the Dept. of Civil Engineering's low-speed closed circuit wind tunnel facility. This has working section dimensions of 1.215 m width x 0.815 m height x 3.5 m length and produces a steady uniform airflow with a freestream turbulence intensity of approximately 0.2%.

The models used in the tests consisted of two long, smooth, polished brass cylinders of 31.7 mm and 44 mm diameter. Each cylinder spanned, in turn, the working section horizontally at mid-height and passed through sealed holes in the vertical walls of the wind tunnel. This arrangement ensured that large aspect ratios could be achieved (38 diameter. Each cylinder spanned, in turn, the working section for a circular cylinder, and therefore complement the previous work of Stansby (1974).

The spanwise distributions of the coefficient of mean base pressure, $C_{pb}$, measured at a Reynolds number of $4.4 \times 10^4$ for aspect ratios in the range $A = 7$ to 35 are presented for half of the span (symmetry assumed) in Fig. 1, together with the corresponding distribution recorded without end plates. The latter displays gross interference in close proximity to the wall, where the disturbed flow conditions lead to a significant increase in the value of $C_{pb}$, and a constant value over a short central portion of the span. In fact the distribution clearly shows that the wall interference effects persist to approximately 15 diameters from the fixed end of the cylinder, there being no significant disturbance evident in the region $|y/d| < 4$. This result suggests that if the aspect ratio of the cylinder between the tunnel walls is greater than 30, it is not necessary to use end plates to achieve “two-dimensional” conditions at the centre of the span.

The addition of end plates to the cylinder results in a similar central region of constant base pressure when the aspect ratio between the plates is above a critical minimum of 7. The base pressure distribution associated with the latter spacing displays variation along the whole span and is due to the merging of the interference effects generated by each plate. However, if the spacing is above this critical value, the distributions resemble those recorded for aspect ratios of 8 and 16 by Stansby (1974) at approximately the same Reynolds number with a central region of “two-dimensional” conditions and interference effects confined to the proximity of the plates.

Although Fig. 1 shows that the interference to base pressure is generally restricted to a spanwise length of 3.5 $d$ for all aspect ratios when end plates are fitted, there are second order effects beyond this region in the results taken for aspect ratios of 28 and 35. These second order variations are, however, within 2% of the value of $C_{pb}$ recorded at the centre of the span and can reasonably be ignored. Thus, the spanwise length of the central region of “two-dimensional” flow conditions is seen to be linearly related to the aspect ratio of the cylinder between the end plates. This result is consistent with the findings of Toy and Fox (1986) in the case of similar mean base pressure distributions recorded on a cylinder of square cross-section fitted with end plates at various aspect ratios.

A number of previous authors, including Stansby (1974) and Kourta et al. (1987), have noted a decrease in the value of $C_{pb}$ at the centre of a circular cylinder upon the addition of end plates. However, such tests were carried out with cylinders of aspect ratio less than 30 between tunnel walls and, therefore, the base pressure at the centre-line would not have achieved a “two-dimensional” value without plates fit-